
Vol .11%

Fa Caló is like that dip in the sea you’ve been looking 
forward to all year, it’s that gentle breeze at sunset or 
the summer nights that you wish would never end. It 
is a fruity “aguja” white wine (wine with a slight natu-
ral sparkle) created for refreshment, enjoyment and 
sharing. It is well-balanced on the palate, making it 
the perfect thirst-quencher.

50% Xarel·lo Vermell
30% Muscat
20% Sauvignon Blanc

If the sun is out, it’s perfect, if you are on the beach, it’s 
ideal.  If you are relaxing on the terrace, it’s essential and 
if you are entertaining friends, it’s sensational. This “agu-
ja” white wine with its crisp, smooth bubbles refreshes any 
drinking occasion and pairs perfectly with tapas, a light 
meal or a view of the sea.

Drinking occasions.



The wine undergoes a low-temperature fermentation  
using only the free-run must, i.e., the must resulting from 
F�LJSYQJ�UWJXXNSL��<J�ZXJ�YMJ�XFRJ�^JFXYX�KTW�YMJ�ŻWXY�FSI�
second fermentations to ensure a complete metabolism 
of the sugars and obtain a smooth, light sparkle.

Fa Caló is a wine that is both fresh and refreshing. With 
FWTRFX� TK� \MNYJ� żT\JWX� OFXRNSJ� FSI� TWFSLJ� GQTXXTR��
FSI�KWZNY�UNSJFUUQJ��Q^HMJJ�FSI�UJFHM���NY�XRJQQX�FSI�YFX-
YJX�QNPJ�XZRRJW��<NYM�NYX�ŻSJ��XRTTYM�GZGGQJX��YMNX�\NSJ�
pairs perfectly with summer foods, rice dishes, salads, ta-
pas... or some fun by the sea!

For us, wine is a means of feeling and sharing, of relating 
to the world and the environment around us. That is why 
we take good care of our vineyards and only use organic 
and biodynamic growing methods.

We also practice sustainability in the winery, reducing 
the weight of our packaging, which results in a reduction 
of the carbon footprint during transport, and using re-
newable energies, such as solar energy. All this helps us to 
RFNSYFNS�F�WNHM�FSI�[FWNJI�JHT�X^XYJR��GJSJŻHNFQ�KTW�YMJ�
environment and, therefore, for the grapes that go into 
our wines.  
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